Who was Jack the Ripper?
We offer online interactive history courses for companies. The Jack the Ripper course is designed to
facilitate team building whilst injecting fun and informative history of one of the world’s oldest murder
mysteries. The course is accessible to all; participants only need to bring curiosity and a laptop.
The course will help you come to your own conclusion as to who Jack the Ripper really was and more
knowledge of London in 1888.

The Mystery

The most terrifying serial killer the East End of London has ever known has begun taking
lives and mutilating the women of the City, leaving you, the newest detective of Her
Majesty’s constabulary, to solve the crimes and save the innocent.
Whether you are on your own or wanting to work as a group you will discover your inner
sleuth as you join a host of fellow amateur detectives who endeavour to discover the identity
of this foul beast..
What is involved?
Where the Victorian police were limited, you will have the benefit of modern knowledge. Where
Sherlock would have struggled, you will strive to unravel the mystery of this dark and heinous predator,
each day receiving new clues; information, evidence and documentaries to bring the experience alive
and sharpen your murder-solving wits between lessons. Spanning over two weeks, we ‘meet’ on two
occasions on pre-agreed dates and times. The course is delivered via an online conferencing platform.

The investigation
The first lesson details life in London, the victims and the murders. There will be a Q&A at the end.
Participants are then given exclusive access to my website Jack the Ripper suspect page. On this page
they can read through the material in their own time. Duration of the first lesson is two and a half hours.
There is an extra optional hour available to anyone who would like to discuss the case further or for
anyone requiring help with constructing their case.
The second lesson is for participants to discuss their reading and put forward their views and reasoning
for who they believe was the killer. The group or person with the best answer will then be declared the
winner. Duration of the session will take one and a half hours.

Cost

The course is £20 per person. All you will need to do to is register your companies’ interest via email
and then ask all staff to download Adobe Connect, which is free.

Contact us

oxfordshirehistoryteacher@outlook.com

